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At Backyard Players & Friends, we work to
give every person a space so that together we
can share ideas and experience openness, joy

and creativity. We believe that through
inclusion there is diversity and strength. Our
program seeks unity without uniformity and

diversity without fragmentation.
We are a 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization. 

 
BYP Employment Connection is an inclusive

job placement program, open to BYP
participants age 21 and older. 

 
 
 

BYP EMPLOYMENT
CONNECTION

Backyard Players & Friends
 215 N Long Beach Rd, RVC, NY 11570

www.bypandfriends.com
(516) 835-9204

 

CONTACT US!

 
An inclusive job placement program

https://www.google.com/search?q=backyard+players+rvc&rlz=1C1CHBF_enUS858US858&oq=backyard+&aqs=chrome.2.69i57j69i59j35i39j69i59j46i67i433j69i61l3.3310j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#


BYP Employment Connection

BYP Employment Connection helps people
of all abilities find employment in an
inclusive environment. Our job placements
are paired with a weekly Employment
Connection job skills course. The classes
cover topics such as creating a resume, job
interviewing, and professionalism. This
program aims to connect the Backyard
Players with open minded local businesses,
like yourself, that will give adults of all
abilities a fair and equal opportunity at
employment.

Job Placement

BYP Employment Connection is an
opportunity to create an inclusive
workplace while providing job placement
support to your employee. We are seeking
partnership with your business to create a
job placement site for a BYP Employment
Connection participant. All Employees will
be taking a 10 week job training class
alongside working a few hours a week at
your business. We want to work with you
whenever you need someone to work. 
We will work together to develop a specific
job description and roles for your BYP
Employment Connection Employee. 

Supported job
placements, Employment
Connection classes and
inclusive employment

opportunities within our
community.

Employees

BYP will support finding the best hours, job
requirements and BYP participant for your
business. 

Timeline

The job will run for 10 weeks as a trial and
following that we will discuss taking your
new employee on in a larger role or hiring
someone new to try out the position! 

Contact

For any questions regarding BYP
Employment Connection or learning more
about how to become a job placement site
please reach out to:

Jen Gentile
BYP Employment Connection Coordinator

jgentile@bypandfriends.com
516-835-9204

Thank you for creating
inclusive job opportunities

in your business!


